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From the days of John the Baptist until now the
kingdom of heaven has suffered violence, and men
of violence take it by force. Matthew 11:12
The communists say, "There is no God." And the
democratic world or free world says, "God exists."
Why do we call the democratic faction in politics
"right" and the communist faction "left?" Where
did this terminology come from? There is an
ultimate reason seen from the historical
perspective we have been pursuing. This was
already determined at the time of Jesus' crucifixion. The thief crucified on Jesus' right side foreshadowed
the democratic world, and the thief on Jesus' left side represented the communist world... At this moment
the seed was sown by the left-hand side thief that the God-denying world would come into being--the
Communist world today. And the seed for the existence of the God-fearing world was sown by the thief on
the right side. The free world is in the position of the right-side thief. And America is the center of those
God-fearing free world nations. America has been chosen as the defender of God whereas Communism
says to the world, "There is no God." God's Hope for Man, October 21, 1973, Washington, DC
Greetings!,
One of Satan's tricks is to distract us from real threats and to lead us to be concerned about imaginary
ones. Another is, in face of an opponent, to make us feel so weak and helpless that we are so paralyzed
that we are unable to act. These were key themes of Hyung Jin Nim's Unification Sanctuary sermon on
Sunday in Newfoundland, PA.

Unification Sanctuary Sunday Service - February 5, 2017
During the last century more than 250 million human beings were killed by their their own governments.
Studies of over 8,000 reports of government-caused deaths provide evidence that there have been 262
million victims of democide in the last century. Six times as many people have died from the actions of
people working for governments than have died in battle.
Governments were used by Satan to persecute Jesus Christ and ultimately killed him. The same with the
North and South Korean, Japanese and U.S. governments which persecuted and imprisoned Father.

Sanctuary demonstrators in support of US/Korea Unity last week in Seoul
Communist China is one of the worst violators, having murdered 77 million human beings, more than the
Soviet Union (62 million), Nazi Germany (21 million), or any other regime in the 20th century. While
many view China currently as a peaceful nation where industrious workers make popular consumer
products like ipads and iphones, the reality is that in 2017 members of "unapproved" religions like the
"Falun Gong" are harassed, imprisoned and even executed, with their bodily organs harvested "on
demand" in order to provide such fresh organs for sale to elite recipients.
In this context the political turmoil in South Korea
with its president impeached and pressure from
Communist China to distance itself from the
United States exposes it to great peril. It is more
important than ever for South Korea to stand
shoulder to shoulder with America, and its new
president Donald Trump. Rev. Sang Hyul Lee,
Unification Sanctuary President in Korea reported
how Korean Sanctuary brothers and sisters
responded to such guidance by organizing
demonstrations in Seoul, Korea welcoming U.S.
Secretary of Defense James Mattis and also here in
the United States. These demonstrations were
widely covered in the Korean news media as well
as the Los Angeles Times.
*******
Meanwhile, also on February 5, the Family Federation held a "Cheon Il
Guk Leaders Assembly" at Chung Pyung in which the real current threat to
Korea was never mentioned, but the trendy issue of "Climate Change" was
repeatedly presented by Sun Jin Moon, International President of FFWPU,
as urgently needing to be addressed, saying, "Climate change on our
planet is one of the biggest issues we have to date and weighs heavy in
True Mother's heart... She has been raising her awareness of the threat
and devastating consequences of climate change."
The lack of dependable, inexpensive energy is one of the major causes of
poverty and lack of development in the world, yet "Climate Change"
propagandists act to limit the ability of poor and developing nations to
harvest plentiful sources of energy that would free millions of their citizens from bone-breaking poverty.
There is ample evidence of scientific fraud being used to promote the "Global Warming" agenda that
would lead to centralized control and regulation of the kinds of energy allowed to be accessed.
Inexpensive "carbon-based" energy would be limited while much more expensive forms of "green
energy" would be mandated. So-called "green energy" may be affordable in advanced countries, but
certainly not in less developed ones. Peer-reviewed surveys find that the majority of real scientists are
skeptical of the Global Warming "crisis" as well as of the impact of the "Paris Climate Agreement" in
having any substantial impact in lowering global temperatures.

For more information about how global warming hysteria and proposed global elite solutions hurt
working class people in the U.S. and other countries take a look at a 2013 documentary called
"FrackNation." It is sad to see the Family Federation jump on the Climate Hysteria bandwagon which is
being used to promote centralized control of the world's energy supply, while ignoring very real threats to
human well-being. Another piece of evidence that it is more connected to the fads of the secular world
than to God's real heart.
*******
May God bless you and your families!
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